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The Red-cockaded Woodpecker (Picoides borealis) is known for its obligate use of
living pines as cavity trees and for its excavation of resin wells and a plate around the
cavity entrance (Wayne 1910, Ligon 1970, Jackson and Thompson 1971). Resin wells
are maintained by the birds, which results in a continuous flow of pine gum that can
deter climbing Rat Snakes (Elaphe obsoleta; Jackson 1974). The plate is an area that is
chipped through the cambium around the cavity entrance. Creation of the plate results in
additional gum flow, but maintenance of the plate removes dried gum and keeps it from
blocking the cavity entrance. With continued use of the cavity, the plate frequently
becomes a bare circle of 20 cm diameter or larger. In a typical cavity tree, about 75 years
old for Loblolly Pines (Pinus taeda; Jackson et al. 1979), excavation of such a plate does
not obviously affect the survival of the tree. Mean diameter at cavity height for 100
Loblolly Pines (mean age = 76.1 years) on Noxubee National Wildlife Refuge,
Mississippi, was 39.4 ± 5.3 cm. One might predict that woodpecker cavity, resin well,
and plate excavation would have a significant impact on the physiology of smaller trees. I
report here the death of a 55-year old Loblolly Pine cavity tree following enlargement of
the plate by Red-cockaded Woodpeckers to girdle the tree.
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FIG. 1. A 55-year-old Loblolly Pine in Aiken County, S.C., was girdled and killed
following enlargement of the plate around a nest cavity by Red-cockaded
Woodpeckers. This may explain the species' preference for cavity trees that are more
than 70 years old and thus large enough to reduce the possibility of girdling. (Photo by
J.A. Jackson)
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The tree, on the Savannah River Plant, in Aiken County, South Carolina, had been
in active use by Red-cockaded Woodpeckers for at least 2 years when I began
monitoring it in 1978. I found two active cavities in the tree, one at 2.4 m and one at 6.1
m. Diameter at breast height was 28 cm, and at cavity height 25 and 22 cm, respectively.
In 1978 the plate was about 8 cm in diameter at both cavities. As the plates were
enlarged, gum flow was reduced; therefore the birds chipped more and more at both the
plates and resin wells. By January 1982, only about 5 cm of cambium was left intact on
the trunk opposite the lower cavity and about 7 cm was left opposite the upper cavity.
Gum flow had stopped, and the tree was dying. The woodpeckers continued to chip at
the plates until May 1982, when the tree was dead, girdled at the lower cavity (Fig. 1),
and left with about 2 cm of cambium at the upper cavity. Southern Flying Squirrels
(Glaucomys volans) then usurped both cavities, but the birds continued to use other trees
in the colony.

Two dead Red-cockaded Woodpecker cavity trees found in Noxubee County,
Mississippi, and Jefferson County, Alabama, in 1974 and 1977, appeared to have met a
similar fate. Both Loblolly Pines were dead when found, and I could not determine
whether girdling occurred before or after death. Although neither could be aged, both
were small for Red-cockaded Woodpecker cavity trees (dbh 31 and 27 cm). Larger
potential cavity trees were not present at either site.

Disease, insects, or crowding may have contributed to the death of the South
Carolina tree; but I saw no evidence of such factors, and the ultimate cause of death was
likely girdling by the birds. The increased likelihood of girdling in young trees may be a
reason for this species' preference for older pines for cavity excavation. Excessive gum
flow in younger trees (Jackson 1978) and, possibly, a need for red heart fungus
(Phellinus pini) damage (Jackson 1977) are among other factors that may also favor
choice of older trees for cavity excavation.
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